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ABSTRACT

A new equipment command and data system (CDS), being developed by NASA for
Shuttle/Spacelab-payload users, takes advantage of the more liberal constraints being
offered a Shuttle payload user (i.e., size, weight, and power) to save cost. This Spacelab
Payload Standard Modular Electronics (SPSME)* system provides an extremely flexible
approach derived from the modular design of the CAMAC system. SPSME promises to
provide a real cost savings to the space community due to its universal application to most
Spacelab experiments. NASA projections based on the mission model for the first 19
Spacelabs using SPSME versus the historical hardware results in approximately $125.4
million savings.

INTRODUCTION

Before the Space Transportation System (STS) the risks and costs associated with
delivering a payload into orbit justified unique design and development to extract the
ultimate benefit from each ounce of payload put into orbit. With the STS a payload user(1,2)

no longer has this problem and can take advantage of designs which are less expensive and
reusable. The Spacelab being built by European Space Agency (ESA) in cooperation with
NASA is a prime example of this; this STS payload provides a shirt-sleeve environment in
space for experimentors to utilize like their labs on the ground. The Spacelab provides the
experimentor standard racks (core module) or cold plates (pallet) for mounting his
hardware (see Figure 1). Other host services include power distribution and control,
thermal conditioning, and certain command and data handling functions. Figure 2
illustrates the experiment and its interface with the Spacelab CDMS. The command and
data capabilities of the experiment must still be provided within its own subsystem and will 



Figure 1.  Space Shuttle

Figure 2.  CDMS Functional Block Diagram

vary depending on the complexity of the experiment, but here are certain common
elements for all — formatting data for the HRM and interfacing the experiment with the
RAU for transfer of data to and from the experiment computer. NASA lab(3,4,5) and
determined that by taking existing CAMAC Ground Equipment Standards(6) and applying
them to requirements for Spacelab hardware you could substantially reduce the cost of
developing this hardware plus for ground applications the existing ground CAMAC
hardware would be functionally and mechanically interchangeable(7). In accordance with
studies, implementing the above recommendations would reduce the development cost
anywhere from 0.1 to 0.5 and recurring cost approximately 0.5 to 0.75 of equivalent space



hardware. NASA Headquarters realizing the potential savings this offered, made this
approach a NASA Standard Hardware Item(8) and appointed MSFC to manage the
definition and development. Space CAMAC hardware was named Spacelab Payload
Standard Modular Electronics (SPSME), and as well as being space CAMAC, would
provide the necessary interfaces between the Spacelab CDMS and the experiment
dedicated experiment processor (when required).

SPSME SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

Since SPSME is based on CAMAC, a basic description of CAMAC is presented followed
by a description of the major SPSME differences.

Basic CAMAC Architecture for Ground-Based Applications

Computer Automated Measurement and Control (CAMAC) is an internationally accepted
measurement and interface system in use for ground applications in the United States and
Europe. In the United States the CAMAC standards have been adopted by the Institute of
Electrical and Electronic Engineers (IEEE)(6).

Use of the CAMAC standards produces a system that offers significant advantages in
system flexibility, reduces the need for special software, and minimizes system
obsolescence. It has enjoyed widespread use in industrial, medical, and laboratory
measurement and control. It has also been used extensively in the atomic energy field.

Since the CAMAC system deals with physical and electrical standards, it can assure
physical and electrical compatibility between units with vastly different characteristics. It
serves as a basis for interfacing a wide variety of transducers and other measurement and
control devices.

Two typical configurations of ground-based systems using CAMAC are illustrated in
Figures 3 and 4. Figure 3 represents a fairly complex minicomputer-based instrumentation
and control system, while Figure 4 illustrates a simpler system where the computational
and control capability of a microcomputer is sufficient.

The basic building block of the CAMAC system is the module (Figure 5). The module is
the interface between the CAMAC system and external elements which are sources or
sinks for data and commands. The physical dimensions and the connections between the
CAMAC dataway and the modules are specified in detail in the IEEE Standards(6). The
connector type, pin assignments, signal characteristics, and power supply voltages are also
specified for the dataway connector. In addition, standard CAMAC commands to be
decoded by the modules have been specified.



Figure 3.  Typical CAMAC Application in Ground-Based Systems

Figure 4.  Simple CAMAC Application in Ground-Based Systems

The size of a single-width module is 305 mm deep, 221.5 mm high, and 17 mm wide.
Other modules may be integer multiplex of this width. A module of twice this width is
referred to as a double-width module. As long as the designer adheres to the physical and
electrical specifications and properly decodes the standard CAMAC commands, he may
place whatever circuitry he desired on the remainder of the module.



Figure 5.  SPSME Module

The functional CAMAC modules interface with the CAMAC dataway, which is essentially
the back plane or interconnection system of the container or CAMAC crate (Figure 6) for
mounting the modules. The dataway distributes data, control and timing signals, and power
between the modules, power supply, and module known as the crate controller. The
CAMAC crate designer may use any connection method that he wishes as long as he
distributes the signals and power supply voltages and provides the specified connectors for
the nodules as specified in the IEEE Standards.

The crate controller serves as the interface between the crate dataway and the CAMAC
branch highway, a connection system external to the crate. The crate controller monitors
the branch highway for commands addressed to it, decodes the crate and module portion
of the command, and routes the command to the addressed module or modules. If required
by the command, the crate controller will also transfer data between the dataway and the
branch highway. The crate controller may be either a passive device that merely decodes
signals or it may have considerable intelligence and contain a microprocessor or a special
sequencer to do specific functions. Some commercially available crate controllers do not
interface with the branch highway, but interface with a computer bus such as the PDP-11
Unibus. The crate controller usually utilizes module locations 24 and 25 with the other
locations being available for other modules.



Figure 6.  SPSM E Crate

The CAMAC branch highway serves as the control and data path between the CAMAC
system and the system controller or digital computer. The branch highway driver serves as
the computer I/O unit that drives the branch highway. In the parallel highway system, up to
seven different crates may be addressed and the data and address are transmitted in
parallel over the branch highway.

The signal level and signal sequencing for the branch highway are specified in detail in the
CAMAC specifications. The connector at the crate controller end of the branch highway,
together with the number of wires in the branch highway cable, are also specified.

The format of the CAMAC command that is transmitted over the branch highway is given
in the IEEE Standard. The command consists of an n-of-7 crate address, a 5-bit module
address, a 4-bit module subaddress, and a 5-bit function code. The actions to be performed
are defined in the specifications for each of the 32 function codes. The data word length is
specified as 24 bits although words shorter may be used.

Provisions are also made for interrupts by means of the look-at-me (LAM) signals from the
modules. Since only one line in the branch highway cable is allocated to interrupts or
branch demands, some means must be provided in the software or hardware or both to
locate the source of the interrupt. Provisions are available to test each module for the
presence of an active LAM signal and to mask the LAM when desired

The crate itself mounts in a standard 19-inch rack and has up to 25 stations for plug-in
modules on a pitch of 17.2 mm. The minimum height of a crate is 222.25 mm. The



ventilation unit or power supply may increase the height in integral increments of
44.45 mm. The width of the crate is 483 mm and the minimum depth is 360 mm with a
recommended maximum depth of 525 mm.

The standard voltages called out in the CAMAC specifications are +6 VDC, -6 VDC,
+24 VDC, and -24 VDC. Since TTL logic devices require +5 VDC and ±15 VDC, these
voltages are derived from the available voltages by inserting some series element, such as
a resistor or voltage regulator on each module requiring these voltages. This wastes
considerable power, but the additional power dissipation is generally not significant in
ground-based equipment.

The following discussion will be concerned with the interface between the module and the
CAMAC dataway that is described in IEEE Standard 583-1975. This standard permits a
maximum data word length of 24 bits. Data word lengths of less than this are permitted by
the specification and are often used where 16 bits or other word lengths are more
compatible with the computer or controller.

The module data output logic drivers that drive the dataway read lines must be the open
collector type without a pull-up resistor and must be capable of sinking 16 mA at the down
level. The CAMAC specification requires that the read line drivers be capable of
performing the intrinsic OR function for data gated onto the dataway. The pull-up resistors
for these signals are located in the crate controller.

The data receivers that accept data from the dataway write data lines may be a standard
TTL circuit. This circuit must not present more than one standard TTL load to the write
data line. The current load must be no more than 1.6 mA when the signal is at the low
state.

The dataway interface logic must be capable of accepting a unique N line that indicates
that this module has been selected. The module does not gate data onto the dataway unless
this line is active. The module also fully decodes the subaddress (A lines) and the function
(F lines). Fully decoded means that all of the F lines have been used in the function decode
logic to determine the function. There are four signals to be decoded for the subaddresses
and five signals for the function codes.

The four A lines allow partitioning the module into 16 functional areas, each of which has
a group 1 and a group 2 register. Any one of the 32 functions shown in Table 1 called for
by the five coded F lines may be performed in any of the 16 functional areas. The group 1
or 2 registers are selected by the functional code. Some of the functions make use of the
dataway data lines. Those that do not may be used as control and test functions for the
module.



Table 1.  Definition of Standard CAMAC Dataway Function Codes



The dataway timing is shown in Figures 7 and 8. The busy signal serves to notify the
module that a dataway operation is in progress. Data are clocked off the dataway at strobe
S1 time and data output to the dataway must also be ready by strobe S1 time. Data are
permitted to change at strobe S2 time. Any registers that are cleared must be cleared at this
time.

Figure 7.  Timing for a CAMAC Dataway Command Operation

The signals Q and X indicate module responses to the commands received. The X signal,
if a one, indicates acceptance of the command. An X signal of zero usually means that the
module was not able to execute the command for such reasons as a module failure, the
module is absent, the external equipment is not connected, or the module is not designed to
execute the command. A Q signal of logic zero may mean that the register addressed does
not exist or some other minor error. It may also indicate that the module is busy and cannot
reply at the moment.

The LAM signals are available from modules to signal the system controller that a module
needs attention or service. The LAM serves the function of an interrupt and may have
several sources in one module. The LAM signal may be capable of being disabled and
must have the capability of being tested by one of the CAMAC functions. The LAM signal
must have the capability of being cleared.



Figure 8.  Timing of a CAMAC Data Unaddressed Operation

The initialize signal (Z) is used to initialize the module during power up. Any LAMs that
can be disabled must be disabled by this signal and all LAM status registers must be reset.
Any registers to which it is connected must be set to a predefined state. A similar signal is
the clear signal (C). The designer is free to choose which registers and bistables are
affected by this signal as he is with the inhibit signal (I). This signal will inhibit any feature
to which it is connected.

Since there is no hand-shaking sequence between the module and the crate controller, any
data transfer must be handled immediately by the module. Data to be gated onto the
dataway read lines must be held in readiness at all times. Data accepted from the write
lines into a register must be processed prior to the receipt of the next data word for that
register. The time available depends upon the dataway cycle time (about 1 microsecond)
and the speed to the system controller.



Comparison of SPSME Requirements and Basic CAMAC Systems

The variations between the SPSME configurations to be used for Spacelab payloads and
the basic CAMAC configurations stem from four SPSME requirements:

1. The requirements to interface with the RAU for two way transfer of commands and
data.

2. The requirements that the SPSME accepts and use timing information provided by the
SL/CDMS via the RAU.

3. The requirement to generate a set of data appropriately formatted to be compatible
with ground data handling capabilities.

4. The requirement that the SPSME be readily adaptable to various dedicated
experiment processors.

These four requirements will be discussed further below.

SPSME-TO-RAU Interface Considerations

The selected SPSME-RAU interface uses serial digital transfers over the RAU PCM
command output and serial input channels.

The transfer of signals over the RAU is a command-response data bus operation under the
direction of the Spacelab experiment computer (EC). This means that a data bus
transaction transferring information to or from the experiment system through the RAU
occurs only when requested by a specific command originating in the EC software or a
related EC I/O microprogram. The data transfers between experiment system and RAU are
not hand-shaking type operations; rather, the experiment hardware must, contain the
appropriate buffers and logic to accept information from the RAU and/or provide the
requested data within a time period in the range of a few microseconds.

To satisfy these requirements, the SPSME architectural structure contains a modular
element called the remote acquisition unit interface (RAUI).

SPSME Timing Considerations

The RAU provides periodic 1,024 kHz and 4 Hz outputs to the experiment system plus
GMT time updates transmitted in a serial format via a RAU PCM command output
channel. The experiment hardware must use this information to construct time tags of



appropriate resolution and accuracy to identify the time of occurrence of experiment
events. It must then append this time of occurrence information to the scientific and
engineering data which is to be used for post mission analysis and evaluation. In some
cases this time information must provide the basis during postmission analysis to correlate
the time associated with events or processes in other elements of Shuttle or Spacelab to the
experiment data.

To satisfy these requirements the SPSME architectural structure includes a modular
element called the time interface (TMI).

SPSME to HRM Interface Considerations

The primary route by which experiment data needed for postmission record flows to the
ground is via the high rate multiplexer (HRM). This requires that the experiment
electronics assemble the scientific and engineering data into a pulse code modulation
(PCM) format based on very specific PCM format rules. These standard format rules are
necessary to facilitate the processing of various experiment data streams at the POCC and
the GSFC data reduction center.

The SPSME modular element which supplies the output PCM data stream to the HRM is
called the high rate multiplexer interface (HRMI). Selection of data samples, sync codes,
etc., in the proper sequence for the PCM format is accomplished by programming of the
system element which controls the dataway.

SPSNE to DEP Interface Considerations

The basic CAMAC architecture contains an element called the branch driver (BD). The
BD contains the logic, buffers, and drive circuitry which are necessary to translate the
input/output word structure, timing, and protocol of a specific computer or controller to the
word structure, timing, protocol, and line drive requirements of the branch highway. The
IEEE CAMAC specifications do not specify the BD design characteristics except that it
must meet the operational and interface requirements of the branch highway.

As shown in Figure 9, one could describe a given BD design in terms of three functional
areas as follows:

1. Computer interface logic
2. A control section
3. Branch highway interface logic



Figure 9.  Functional Representation of CAMAC Branch Driver

The computer interface logic includes those circuits which interface with the data, address,
and control lines of the computer input/output channel. It also includes “hand-shaking”
logic or whatever is required to exchange data between the computer and a set of registers
through which information is available to the BD control section. Clearly the design of the
computer interface logic must be a unique design to match the I/O characteristics of the
computer used in a specific CAMAC application.

The BD control section performs the sequencing and timing of functions required by the
CAMAC branch highway. To improve the efficiency of computer utilization, in a specific
design it may also assist the computer by performing certain overhead functions such as
identifying the source of LAM signals (interrupts) and maintaining word counts for
multiple word transfers. The BD control section can be designed to be essentially
independent, of computer selection. Some computers may have differences in word
structure or block transfer protocol which could best be handled by changes in the control
section. However, if one implements the BD control section with microprogrammed logic,
these differences can be easily accommodated with firmware changes.

The branch highway interface logic includes circuits which provide the buffers, hand
shaking logic, drivers, and receivers for data being transferred to and from the branch
highway; clearly, this portion of the BD can be designed to be independent of computer
selection.



SPSME Systems Architectural Configurations

A comparison of Figures 9 and 10 illustrates how the SPSME systems architecture
functionally relates to the basic CAMAC branch driver configuration. The BD control
section is functionally combined with the crate no. 1 controller to form the programmable
crate controller (PCC) . This arrangement results in the basic, SPSME systems architecture
shown in Figure 11. Note that crate No. 1 contains the PCC, while crate No. 2 and other
crates use type A crate controllers. Mechanically, the DEP interface (DEPI) and the
branch highway interface (BHI) are plug-in modules similar to the other SPSME modules;
therefore, the physical arrangement is that shown in Figure 12.

Figure 10.  Functional Representation of SPSME Interface with DEP

The PCC is a microprocessor-based design which, in the SPSME configuration shown in
Figure 1 performs the following functions:

1. In response lo instructions from the DEP, sequences command and data transfers
between the DEP and SPSME modules.

2. Identifies the source of LAM signals within the crates and initiates the appropriate
response. (A module called a LAM-grader may be optionally used to assist in this
function.)

3. Implements a stored sequence of dataway commands for transfer of data to the
HRMI.

4. Implements a stored sequence of dataway commands for the update of data buffers in
the HAUT.



Figure 11.  Basic SPSME Systems Architecture

Figure 12.  Physical Arrangement of SPSME Modules



Figure 13 shows a SPSME configuration which does not use a DEP. For this
configuration, the DEPI is removed and the BHI is used only if more than one crate is
needed. In the non-DEP configuration the PCC performs the following functions:

1. Implements the required sequence of dataway commands for transfer of data to the
HRMI.

2. Implements the required sequence of dataway commands for update of RAUI data
buffers.

3. Accepts command from the EC (via the RAUI) and implements the proper response.

4. Identifies the source of LAM signals and initiates the appropriate response.

5. Performs other unique functions related to, the specific experimental process, such as
experiment timeline sequencing.

Figure 13.  Physical Arrangement of SPSME Modules for Non-DEP Application



* NASA Specification Number

A choice of the non-DEP configuration is feasible only if the experiment unique functions
represented by (5) are simple enough to be implemented by the PCC capacity not utilized
by (1) through (4).

Some SPSME applications may require functional modules similar to NIM modules which
perform purely analog functions such as signal amplification. In the SPSME architecture,
where it is feasible to package such functions in the standard SPSME modules, these
functions may be operated in a SPSME crate alongside other SPSME modules. Normally,
this type module connects only to power inputs via the dataway connector and both input
and output connections are made via the front panel. In cases where it is not feasible to
package NIM type functions in the SPSME modules because of noise characteristics or
some other consideration, such functions will be defined as non-SPSDE electronic
equipment and packaged as appropriate for the specific application.

MODULE DESCRIPTION

NASA Marshall Space Flight Center has contracted for the following SPSME modules:

Common Use Modules

1. Programmable Crate Controller (PCC) - *JA008/C001 — Microprocessor-based crate
controller used for sequencing dataway transactions and controlling the periodic
transfer of data to the RAUI and the HRMI.

2. Auxiliary Memory Module - *JA008/C001 — The baseline design contains 12,288
words of 16-bit memory, allocated  as 4096 words of RAM and 8195 words of
PROM. This unit is used to augment the memory capability of the PCC.

3. Remote Acquisition Unit Interface (RAUI) Module - *JA0o8/C002 — Provides
interface between Spacelab CDMS and SPSME through the RAU serial PCM
data/command channels.

4. High Rate Multiplexer Interface (MRMI) Module - *JA008/C003 — Interfaces the
SPSME to the HRM for downlink of science and engineering data.

5. Master Timing Unit Interface (TMI) Module - *JA008/C004 — Provides accurate
data time-tagging (± 10 ms) and synchronous interrupts to the PCC for data
formatting.



6. 13 and 25 Module Crates - *JA008 — 13 slot and 25 slot crates for cold plate (pallet)
mounting. A conversion kit for rack mounting the 25 slot crate is also supplies.

Functional Modules

1. Peak Sensing Analog to Digital Converter - *JA008/F011 — 12 channel, 11 bit
converter for use with pulse type measurements.

2. Analog to Digital Converter - *JA008/F001 — 32 channels with 10-bit resolution.

3. Customizing Module - *JA0o8/F012 — Blank module for use in customized
development.

Additional modules specified by NASA-MSFC but not presently contracted for are as
follows:

Functional Modules

1. Digital Input Register - *JA008/F002 — Dual, 24-bit input register with strobe/
handshake data transfer. Basic input signal level is TTL with options for other input
levels.

2. Digital Output Register - *JA008/F003 — Dual, 24-bit output register with strobe/
handshake data transfer. Basic output signal level is TTL with options for other input
levels.

3. Digital to Analog Converter - *JA008/F004 — 8-channel, 12-bit DAC with settling
time< 5µsec.

4. Motor Controller - *JA008/F005 — Dual channel, programmable pulse train generator
to control high power stepper motors and drive low power stepper motors.

5. Scanning Analog to Digital Converter - *JA008/F006 — 32-channel, 12-bit ADC
system with medium conversion speec (< 1 ms/channel). Continuous scanning of
channels with buffer memory containing the last conversion result for each channel.

6. Serial Input Register (Scaler) - *JA008/F007 — 12-channel, 50 MHz scaler with 
16-bits capacity per channel.

7. Serial Input/Output Register - *JA008/F008 — Sends and receives 16-bit serial data
words at 1 MHz clock rate with handshake control of data transfer.



8. Relay Contact Output Register - *JA008/F009 — 12-channel output register with
relay contacts (50 V at 0.5 A rating).

9. Isolate Input Gate - *JA008/F010 — 24-bit, individually isolated, input gate.

Common Use Modules

1. Branch Highway Interface — Standard CAMAC interface module to be used in
multiple crate configuration allowing tip to seven crates to be tied together in parallel.

2. SPSME Crate Controller — In multiple crate configurations only one PCC is required
in the master crate; additional crates operate under the control of standard CAMAC
type A crate controller.

3. Look At Me (LAM) - Grader — The LAM Grader serves as a priority interrupt
grader between various modules and the crate controller.

4. Dedicated Experiment Processor Interface (DEPI) — When interfacing a Dedicated
Experiment Processor with SPSME the DEPI provides the interface logic required to
gairi acec?.ss to the SPSME bus in a compatible form.

NASA Goddard Space Flight Center has also developed requirements for SPSME modules
which have not been contracted for; however, some have actually been built by GSFC(9,10)

and flown on balloon flights. Following is a preliminary list, of GSFC modules.

Common Use Modules

1. High Rate Multiplexer Interface Buffer Module - SSPP/C020 — Provides for up to
16-Mbps input from external source with dataway access for annotation and control
with output to the high-rate multiplexer.

2. High Rate Multiplexer Switch Matrix Module - SSPP/C021 — Permits multiple high-
rate multiplexer input sources to be switched to a single high-rate multiplexer input
channel.

3. Type U Crate Controller Module - SSPP/C022 — Directs multiple data word
transfers between modules in the crate and memory interfaced to the system bus.

4. 9900 Microprocessor Dedicated Experiment Processor (DEP) Module - SSPP/C023
— Contains a 9900 microprocessor to provide autonomous local control and data
processing for the experimenter.



5. Memory Module for the 9900 Microprocessor (DEP) - SSPP/C024 — Supporting
RAM/ROM for the 9900 dedicated experiment processor.

Functional Modules

• Communications Module - SSPP/F030 — Standard RS-232 interface module.

• Alpha/Numeric Video Scan Converter Module - SSPP/F031 — Alphanumeric
(ASCII) input to CCTV output video scan converter.

In addition to the previous described modules, SPSME offers the experiment user a low
risk/ cost development of any of the remaining 100 plus functional modules now available
as CAMAC hardware.

Experiment Applications

The various experiments to be carried on Spacelab missions represent a wide spectrum of
data handling and control requirements. The items below depict typical data system
functions required by a Spacelab experiment and describe how they may be accomplished:

- Loading of microcomputer volatile memory with appropriate software in preparation
for an experiment operation. The programs may be stored in MMU and loaded via the
data bus/RAU.

- Initiation of an experiment operation by means of a DDU/keyboard signal generated
by the payload specialist. This signal is delivered to the experiment via the RAU.

- Time line scheduling of steps in a sequence of events during an experiment operation.
Although this can be accomplished by means of application software in the EC, in
most experiments it will be done by means of a microcomputer or minicomputer
located in the experiment electronics.

- Display of selected experiment outputs by the SL/DDU upon request by the payload
specialist. This requires that the values be available to the CDMS through the data
bus/RAU.

- Interaction with the experiment operation by the payload specialist using the
keyboard. Based on observation of experiment outputs shown by the DDU, he may
wish to stop or modify the sequence of events or update parameters used in the test.
This may also involve observation of experiment outputs at POCC with instructions
given to the payload specialist via voice communications.



- Status monitoring of the experiment operation. This may require periodic limit
checking of analog signals and/or change detection for discrete signals. It can be
accomplished either by the local microcomputer (minicomputer) or by means of
application software in the EC (using signals input to the RAU). This may also
involve “redline” monitoring with provisions for automatic shutdown of experiment
operations.

- Acceptance and processing of clock and timing information from the CDMS. The
experiment electronics must provide a means for the reconstruction of GMT to the
appropriate resolution for time tagging of experiment data.

- Acceptance and processing of other information received via the RAU such as shuttle
orbiter attitude where this is required by experiment operation.

- Acquire, digitize, and format data properly for the HRM. This includes data required
in near real time at the POCC, as well as data for post mission analysis.

The items above are not, of course, an exhaustive listing of data and command related
functions required by SL experiments. However, they are representative of data system
functions required by a typical experiment and are illustrative of the guidelines and
constraints applicable to design and operation of an experiment.

Figure 14 represents a typical SPSME configuration for a rather complex Spacelab
experiment (pallets only); crate No. 1 resides in the orbiter aft flight deck and provides not
only Spacelab CDMS interfaces but also a functional interface with an experiment
dedicated control panel. Connected to crate No. 1 via a branch highway is crate No. 2 with
a SPSME crate controller for control and monitoring of the pallet-mounted subsystems.
Table 2 represents quantity, weight, and power associated with the Figure 14. In this
configuration the experiment is under control of the dedicated experiment processor.

Figure 15 represents a much simpler Spacelab experiment utilizing a single crate located in
the Core Module; this system depends on the Spacelab experiment computer and PCC for
command and control.

Because of the versatility of SPSME almost any spacelab experiment CDMS can be
configured from the SPSME module inventory; in addition to those modules already
mentioned, over 100 different CAMAC modules can be easily configured to SPSME
module with minimum cost and risk giving extreme versatility and ease of configuration for
experiment users.



Figure 14.  SPSME Experiment Application with DEP

CONCLUSIONS

Standardization has shown the way to real savings in space hardware; this is even more
significant with the advent of the Space Transportation System where standard hardware
that can be easily reconfigured from mission to mission can be reused. Taking advantage
of this opportunity, SPSME is so flexible that by simple front panel reconfiguration of
modules and simple PCC microcode programming a complete experiment CDMS can be
created from mission to mission for different experiments with a minimum of cost. This is
just another way that the NASA Standard Hardware Office has through advanced long
range planning implemented a system that can truely reduce the cost of performing
experiments in space.



TABLE 2.  SPSME SYSTEM CHARACTERISTICS
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Figure 15.  Animal Holding Experiment
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